
PAINTING BY NUMBERS TECHNIQUE
How to create a masterpiece with your own hands



Collection D’Art is a well-known for its 

quality and exceptional designs brand. 

Continue a tradition of the brand we 

would like you to join us in a discovery of 

trendy and fancy craft: paint by numbers. 

As always we offer you the best in the 

class only: attractive and very detailed 

designs created with love by our 

designers; high quality kits’ materials and 

easy to follow technique. 

Enjoy and join us!



Kit includes:

New ultra-modern canvas with an 

unrivalled gallery stretch. Has the highest 

sensitivity to a brush movement, so your 

paints will look realistic;

Wooden stretcher made of dried wood, 

guaranteeing preservation its original form 

for long years;

Eco-friendly and safe water-based acrylic 

paints in individually numbered plastic 

cans. Every paint number corresponds 

to the number of the plot on the canvas, 

which needs to be painted over. These high 

viscosity paints do not spread on the canvas 

and have good hiding power;

Set of 3 brushes made of high-quality 

stretch nylon. They simplify and speed up 

the work process;

Simple chart for colouring;

Step by step instructions in 9 languages;

Glossy protective varnish.



KIT CONTENTS 

BRUSHES

COTTON CANVAS  

ON A STRETCH

ACRYLIC 

PAINTS

VARNISH

INSTRUCTION



INSTRUCTION IN 9 LANGUAGES

YOU are holding a unique kit for 

creative work!

Painting by numbers is a relaxing and 

fascinating hobby. 

The quick and easy technique lets 

even a beginner become an artist. 

The only you need is to choose a 

paint’s colour and match it to the 

corresponding number on the canvas. 

Welcome to the magical world!

The kits are packed in fancy gift boxes 

and include all the necessary items 

and materials for the self-creation  

of a pictorial masterpiece.



With Collection D’Art 

paint by number kits 

everyone can express their 

individuality and creativity! 

Involve your loved ones 

and have a fun together!

ENJOY YOUR CREATIVITY!



If you are taking your first steps  in drawing 

pictures by numbers,  it is better to follow the 

instruction accurately

 - it is attached to each kit.

When drawing, hold the brush the way you 

used to hold a pen – this is the easiest and 

most convenient way. 

So that you do not get tired and  the result is 

delicate, the hand must have support.

To begin with, master the usual flakes - try 

to paint each fragment as evenly as possible, 

smoothly moving the brush from left to 

right,  spreading the paint in a uniform layer 

thickness  and without protruding from 

contours.

Apply the paint with thick flakes twice where 

you want to make it more visible.

When painting on canvas, a beautiful texture 

is created – the canvas is slightly rough to 

the touch, covered with a special primer and 

stretched over a stretcher.

Each area is numbered and corresponds to the 

number on the paint can.



PBN-H150
Polar wolf 



PBN-A147
Villa by the 

stream 



PBN-A092
Morning in the 

forest



PBN-H055
Fox



PBN-A075 PBN-A112
Summer clouds Taiga waterfall



PBN-H087
Brown bear



PBN-H118 PBN-H098
Little mushroom picker Elk



PBN-H155
Black panther 



PBN-H159
Noble look 



PBN-A084 PBN-A111 PBN-A143
White sail White swansCoastal town



PBN-B134 
Violets



PBN-A142
Provencal horizons 



PBN-A150 PBN-B129 PBN-A152
Seaside hills Country bouquet Poppy coast 



PBN-A144 PBN-H063 PBN-B128
ContrastTo walkNoon in Tuscany 



PBN-B136
Golden sunflowers 



PBN-B025 PBN-B132
Poppies in a vase Warm autumn 



PBN-В057
Garden  
peonies



PBN-B081 PBN-B127
Oriental garden Superb peonies 



PBN-B072
Sakura bouquet. 

Dandorf



PBN-H107 
 Japanese  
pandas



PBN-H076
Idyll



PBN-B133 PBN-H112 PBN-H086
Freshness of springPink lakeGarden basket 



PBN-H149 PBN-H154 PBN-H123
Little lorisMacawMom's love 



PBN-J047 PBN-J050 PBN-L034
Christmas EveLondon, I love you!Journey to Palermo 



PBN-L019
Christmas mail



House in the 
mountains

PBN-A070



Forester's house

PBN-A046



RTO Baltic Ltd.

Punane str. 50, Tallinn, 13619, Estonia

Tel: +372 621 2828, +372 584 40567

e-mail: rto@rto.ee; info@collectiondart.eu

www.facebook.com/rtoworldwide

www.facebook.com/CollectiondArt.Official

https://www.instagram.com/rto_official_international

https://www.instagram.com/collection_dart


